. Representative full-spectrum MRI series of livers from PBS, vector and mTSG-treated mice. (A) Fullspectrum MRI slices from representative PBS, vector, and mTSG-treated mice. (B) Dot plot of the sum tumor volume per mouse (in mm 3 ) in mice treated with PBS (black, n = 3), vector (gray, n = 3), or mTSG library (blue, n = 4). mTSGtreated mice had significantly higher tumor burdens than PBS (one-sided Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.0286) or vectortreated animals (p = 0.0286). fig. S3 . Representative full-slide scanning images of mouse liver sections in PBS, vector, and mTSG treatment groups. Full slide scans of liver sections from PBS, vector and mTSG-treated mice. Two representative mice from each group are shown. Some brain sections are also present in the same scanned field, noted with asterisks. PBS samples did not have any detectable nodules, while vector-treated samples occasionally had developed small nodules. In contrast, mTSG-treated samples were replete with tumors. Scale bar is 2 mm. fig. S4 . Representative histology and immunohistochemistry images of mouse liver sections in PBS, vector, and mTSG groups. (A) Representative liver sections from PBS, vector, and mTSG-treated mice with hematoxylin and eosin staining. The vector sample and mTSG replicate 4 pictured here are from the same mice shown in Figure 2D . fig. S7 . Heat map of gene-level sum variant frequency across all mTSG liver samples. Heat map depicting sum variant frequencies for the 56 genes represented in the library, across all mTSG liver samples. Genes are ordered according to average sum variant frequency (top to bottom row). fig. S9 . Heat map of all unique variants across all mTSG liver samples. Variant frequencies for all unique variants identified across mTSG liver samples, after square-root transformation for visual clarity. Rows denote unique variants, while columns denote different liver samples. Data was clustered using Euclidean distance and average linkage. 70.15% (416/593) of the variants were sample-specific, while 29.85% (177/593) variants were found across multiple samples. 
